Composition of human thrombus assessed by quantitative colorimetric angioscopic analysis.
Angioscopy surpasses other diagnostic tools, such as angiography and intravascular ultrasound, in detecting arterial thrombus. This capability arises in part from the unique ability of angioscopy to assess true color during imaging. In practice, hardware-induced chromatic distortions and the subjectivity of human color perception substantially limit the theoretic potential of angioscopic color. We used a novel application of tristimulus colorimetry to quantify thrombus color to both aid in its detection and assess its composition. A series of human thrombus models were constructed in vitro. Spatial homogeneity was ensured by light and electron microscopy. Quantitative colorimetric angioscopic analysis demonstrated excellent measurement reproducibility (mean difference, 0.07% to 0.17%), unaffected by illuminating light intensity (coefficient of variation, 0.21% to 3.67%). Colorimetric parameters C1 and C2 were strongly correlated (r=.99, P<.0001) with thrombus erythrocyte concentration. Principal components analysis transformed these parameters into a single value, the thrombus erythrocyte index, with little (0.06%) loss of content. Measured and predicted concentrations were similar (mean difference, 0.16 erythrocytes per 1 ng). Randomly ordered images were also subjected to visual analysis by three experienced angioscopists, with suboptimal levels of both intraobserver (mean kappa=0.63) and interobserver (mean kappa=0.48) agreement. In addition, visual ranking resulted in a Kendall rank coefficient of 0.72 to 0.76 versus a perfect 1.00 from quantitative measurement. Quantitative colorimetric angioscopic analysis provides a new, objective, and reproducible analytic tool for assessing angioscopic images of human thrombus. Even under ideal circumstances, experienced angioscopists do a poor job of assessing color (and therefore composition) of human thrombi. This technique can, for the first time, provide quantitative information of thrombus composition during routine diagnostic imaging.